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Overview

• Genesis of collaborative research
• A look at the standards and literature
• Methodology and ways of working
• Analysis of findings
• Future directions



Genesis of our joint research

• Resource development and close working 
relationship with journalism faculty already 
happening in DCU & MRU

• Our professional connection led to a discussion 
around collaborative sharing of expertise

• Benefit of symbiotic data analysis and 
recommendations

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Margy’s original research..Siobhán adapting findings to build e news tutorialSiobhán quoting Margy at IFLA without realising she was in the next room!



COMM 3709 – Journalism Practice

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Sharing resources/approaches with each other.



What the Organisations Say

US, UK, and EU standards include aspects of IL e.g.
European Journalism Training Association Tartu 
Declaration:

The competence to find relevant issues and angles

The competence to gather information swiftly

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Focus on Tartu Declaration. Although it doesn’t mention librarians. Professional organisations understand the importance of IL but they apply a different lens. For them IL = a means to an end. In HE, IL = (often) an end in itself. Journalism.co.uk – run sessions in IL but don’t call it that – “Advanced Web searching” or connect that librarians ‘do that’. Students/faculty seem to understand ‘in the moment’, whilst having a conversation but integrating library resources/librarian help may not be part of their natural workflow as students in producing journalism or as journalists. Role of advocacy/promotion within institutions. And important for us to ensure what gets taught in JR class is tailored appropriately and not generic enough that is can be taught to all programmes. Also need to be aware what J faculty are teaching about this - make sure their knowledge is up to date too. ( i have reviewed and provided suggestions for content in courses where i don’t teach directly.



Literature Review

• ILI for Journalism - Diekerhof 2013; MacMillan 2014

• Workplace ILI - Hicks 2015; Head 2016

• What Journalists Actually Use - Agarwal & Barthel
2013; Zeller & Hermida 2015

Presenter
Presentation Notes
ILI for Journalism - Diekerhof - not a librarian but this piece is the closest to this and theme three practicesRefer to full refs at end of pres.Practices of Journalists -Agarwal and Barthel 2013,  Zeller and Hermida 2015



Methodology

• Ethics Approval
• Access to population sample
• Verifying instrument with journalists
• Data collection
• Data Analysis 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Individual ethics applications at both institutions, whole = better than sum of parts.Access to pop sample – cover in next slide..Conversations with academia and practicing journalists at both unisSurvey instruments – different tools: Toofast (few clicks to export data into Google Sheets)& Google Forms.  Latter provides automatic visuals & easier sharing. (MRU Ethics folks leery of google for security – not sure if you want to mention that, in case it comes up.(not sure if you want to mention this – mine went to graduates regardless of current occupation, mostly using social media, yours went out through journalism lists – might have effected occupation status differences in results)Ways of Working: Google docs and skype.Mention handout includes link to actual survey. (an amalgam – I added Google to my version of the questions)



Year of Graduation

DCU MRU

Presenter
Presentation Notes
MRU 225 total grads, 84 responses, 16 working in journalism – others – many in corporate or non profit�Survey advertised on alumni social media pages, invitations sent to grads through social media where a connection existedJR V Corporate CommsDCU: 30 responses – refer to issues reaching pop sample previous slide. Mostly all working exclusively in journalism. Alumni email lists



DCU

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Most selected more than one.Other included event management.News Current AffairsFeaturesArts/EntertainmentSocial Media – common roles for new graduates



MRU

I work in this format (please select all that apply)

22%

11%

7%

62%

51%
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Radio
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Print

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Most selected more than oneOther included documentaries, photographs, social media, graphic novelsCorporate CommunicationNonprofitBusinessArts/Entertainment



Finding 1: Verification of information remains a substantial 
challenge for journalists

“Resisting what the internet throws up, which is rarely, rarely the real 
story ”

“In the digital age, everyone and their dog can publish content and call 
themselves "experts." There are pros to having the world of 
information at your fingertips, but it can prolong the research process -
that is if you're not the most experienced researcher or if you have 
strict guidelines for the kind of sources you can or cannot use”

“Trying to verify breaking news on Twitter and other social media sites 
can be a challenge”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
First quote: DCU, other 2: MRUImportance of promoting the value of IL in the curriculum.MRU– quality of information – signal-to-noise issue: not just verification, but filtering of data.Some of this in both our sets showed up specifically related to Social media – points to a recommendationFrustration about access to information:DCU: Access to FOI material both that which has been already released to others but not made public and because of the costs of securing some documents and also the annual release of the national archives.MRU: PREVIOUS federal government  - lousy at providing information to journalists, cut information gathering activities, statistics, census etc. , muzzled scientists – hoping for change 



Finding 2: Journalists are expected to produce several articles a 
day and this impacts finding and verifying sources

“Investigative/research-based work is being pushed aside, and many 
print/online journalists could be expected to churn out five or six 
stories a day. This obviously impacts on the amount of research they 
can do”

“So much of journalism (especially by recent JR graduates/those in 
junior roles) won't actually involve much research, and is generally 
more instantaneous and reactive”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Biggest challenge answers“Fact checking. It can be time consuming, and very often there is not enough time or resources” – very worrying!



“You can't properly find information if your every day tasks take up every 
minute of your day”.

“Speed. There's no real secret about where to get information anymore, it's 
how quickly you can source it!”

“Lack of time available to do in-depth analysis was always my issue. I was 
never told not to cover a story but even the very best editors could not re-
allocate my coworkers to free up enough time to allow us to work on research 
heavy stories.”

Finding 2: Journalists are expected to produce several articles a 
day and this impacts finding and verifying sources

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Biggest challenge answers



Spotlight on Sources

(Finding 3)



Presenter
Presentation Notes
“News librarians (and journalists) did an immense amount of manual primary research before online research databases. Tuite (Boston Globe librarian) remarked that the ProQuest Historical Newspapers™: is amazing because researchers can find tiny articles that wouldn’t be discovered in the old print clippings files” http://www.proquest.com/blog/pqblog/2016/CSI-Librarian-style-Research-Forensics-in-the-News-Library.htmlFor DCU: One respondent said they produce several stories an hour (in a typical week, journalists only cover on average 1.5 in-depth stories)



Sources we currently teach

DCU MRU

News • Nexis UK
• Irish Times Digital Archive
• Irish Newspaper Archive

• Canadian Newsstand
• Calgary News
• Google News

Data • Fame (company)
• Passport (market 

research)
• OECD iLibrary
• CSO (statistics)

• StatsCan
• Associations

Other • Communications & Mass 
Media Complete

• Google 

• CanLII (legal)
• Social Media
• Google
• Google Scholar



Over to You 

How do you think our graduates answered these 
questions?

1. What were the top 5 sources used?
2. Since graduating, have you participated in further 

training in searching for information?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This will be the basis for a discussion not only of our results, but also of our process, and how it might inform similar projects.



Top 5 sources used for a standard story

DCU
1. Twitter
2. Google*
3. Reports from News Orgs.
4. Press Releases
5. Facebook/My Organization

MRU
1. My Organization
2. Reports from News Orgs.
3. Facebook
4. Other Organizations
5. Twitter

Presenter
Presentation Notes
General patterns as opposed to in-depth story…Google* Lessons learnt: in survey, M listed ‘Google Scholar’ and S listed ‘Google’. We both should have included both sources.DCU: Google most important for one person as “its reach and speed is imperative”.



Top 5 sources used for a story that took 1 day +

DCU
1. Reports from News Orgs.
2. Google*
3. Other Organisations
4. My Organisation
5. Twitter

MRU
1. My Organization
2. Other organisations
3. Reports from News Orgs.
4. Press Releases
5. Org. Reports/ Govt. Sites

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For DCU: when working on a ‘regular’ story (several a day), Twitter most used source but for in-depth stories, it drops to fifth place. This still represents high use (ranking fifth out of eighteen) and is borne out in the ‘most important source’ responses (later slide). Points to a need to focus on Twitter as a source in IL (which I don’t currently cover) – reference Margy’s paper on Twitter!For DCU: #3 for inspiration “other institutes research - it lets me see where the real cutting edge is, what has been done before, what is rising in interest and the most up to date issues and findings in research are”. 



Standard 
story

1+ days 
story

Twitter 78 32
Google 67 52
News/media outlets 60 60
Press releases 52 28
My org.s internal archive 48 40
Facebook 48 24

Other org. sites 37 40
Government sites 22 16
News databases 19 24

Organisational reports 19 16
Phone book 19 16
Statistical sites 15 28

Financial/bus. databases 11 16
LinkedIn 11 4
Academic databases 7 28
Courts databases 4 8

Standar
d story

1+ days 
story

News/media outlets 81 69
Press releases 63 36
Facebook 63 19
Government sites 63 6
Twitter 56 31

Other org. sites 56 31
My org.s internal archive 50 19

Organisational reports 31 25
Statistical sites 31 25
LinkedIn 13 6
Phone book 13 6
Academic databases 6 6
Courts databases 0 19
News databases 0 13

Financial/bus. databases 0 6
Google 0 0

Use of Sources (%)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So looking at the summary data comparing standard versus in-depth stories for both institutions….Mention ranked in order of most popular source.Mismatch between what we (traditionally) teach: news databases, academic literature - and what actually gets used in the field: social media, in-house resourcesQuestion: Why do we teach how to search news/academic lit databases in uni if they’re not being used in the field?  General low use could be linked to lack of access but could it point to the fact that these sources enable them to learn about journalism skills - 'the how' of journalism whilst they're still in uni, but don't actually provide 'the what' – the real fodder for a story? Unless of course they need access to research articles/reports for a story... - I actually teach google scholar as a way of identifying experts to interview- I teach news databases to find the background of a story/source, identify sources – some of this may be usurped by ‘my organization’ if they’re working at a news organization that maintains its own database. Previous work indicates students articulating using previous articles as models Many MRU grads create press releases but only those in journalism use themJournalists identified government, phonebook, twitter more, facebook lessJournalists identified their institutional archive less



Most Important Source 

DCU
1. Twitter
2. Press Releases
3. Phonebook
4. My Organisation
5. Reports from News Orgs.

MRU
1. My Organization
2. Twitter
3. Facebook
4. Reports from News Orgs.
5. Press Releases/Statistics

Presenter
Presentation Notes
(some identified more than one)�



DCU: most important source

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For DCU: phone cited as third most important source (free text answer), which is interesting as it didn’t rank high in top sources used for regular and in-depth responses. Is this traditional source seen as more reliable or does it offer opportunity for quotes direct from source unattainable by by other means such as written sources? Opp for future research to tease this out…Also borne out by this answer to the ‘biggest info seeking challenge’ question: For young journalists, an inability or fear of actually picking up the phone and ringing people. Online is great for contacts, but that bit of extra information that will set your report apart or give extra clarity on a story can really only be gotten by picking up the phone and hounding whoever it is you need to. Quite a few mentions of phone/in person communication as most important “shoeleather journalism”Should we be talking to students about the ‘reference interview’? – Add this as recommendation? Hmmm not sure – quite different roles of interviewer and interviewee in those cases. Other faculty are quite thorough in scaffolding interviewing as a skill, lots of practice built into program



Twitter is a great way to get news stories, see what people are talking about 
and find verifiable sources. 

Internal archives. We built a large body of research and work we like to link 
back to.

Phone book - nothing gives me a better interview, or clarifies information as 
easily, as a phone call to someone. 

Reports from news/media outlets and statistical sites. I need my information 
to be as current and relevant to Calgary as possible. I also rely on statscan
because it is accurate and dependable. 

MRU: most important source



Finding 4 – reliance on social media as both source 
& communication tool

“Twitter because it's an information network and does breaking news very well. 
I also use it to find people and request interviews.”

“Real time information. Contacts on the ground in incident areas across the 
globe, sharing info and content to the world as it happens. Being on social 
means they are readily contactable and will reply in a quicker time than 
someone would to phone or email”

“They [Twitter and Facebook] lead you to sources that are usually untapped 
and stories not yet told”

“News tends to break on Twitter, you can be very early to a story and use that 
as your starting point”

“Twitter - it's so immediate and I think crowdsourcing is really important now”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
All  quotes from ‘most important source’ question, first 2 are DCU.



Finding 5 – none of the respondents had participated in IL 
training since graduating 

DCU: 22% had training including: MRU: 23% had training including:

Digital marketing Reuters Institute on multimedia 
storytelling

Internally by news organisation Advanced Photography

Video & mobile journalism WordPress

Press Association Course Public Relations Association seminars

Further third level programme Digital Communications Strategies

Final Cut Pro Statistics course

NUJ freelance workshops Mag. Publishers Association course

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Correlation between IL and information sources/tools simply not there…Ask delegates if they’ve had similar experience around IL training post graduation in their disciplines.



What does the data tell us about the local Canadian 
and Irish context?

• MRU grads are less likely to be working in journalism
• DCU grads rely heavily on social media – to identify sources 

and communicate
• MRU grads identified reduced access to reliable government 

info as a challenge
• Occupation affects sources used – higher use of internal 

archive for non-journalist positions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Occupation – affects what they use – i.e. higher use of internal info



Over to you – individual task

Thinking of YOUR teaching discipline and the 
related careers your graduates pursue….

What 3 questions would YOU ask about sources 
used in daily professional practice?



Recommendations

1. Verification: help students to develop habits that get better 
information in the first place, and strategies for verification: 
triangulation and collecting ‘trusted sources’

2. Time: students require efficient strategies in 24/7 world -
harness this to promote the role of IL 

3. Sources : engage faculty on the variation in use of sources for 
standard/frequent  versus in-depth work

Presenter
Presentation Notes
1. Importance of including IL in the curriculum – this feels like the elephant in the room for me (S) & I feel I need to be more assertive about my ability to provide these skills (the future FuJO survey demonstrates confidence in value of IL) Does MRU faculty appreciate library’s intervention in this task?�



Recommendations
4. Further training: students need to develop self-teaching 
strategies. Include learning activities where they can harness 
tools to help them stay current, learn new skills

5. Social media: identify where in the curriculum students are 
learning how to deploy them – is there a gap? 

6. Mismatch – librarians need to retool and develop familiarity 
with resources and work patterns

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Could we be dovetailing better with intern programmes? I teach Google scholar in the theory courses, remind them of it in practice courses as a way to find expert sources for stories



Action Plan
• Harness our findings to improve IL curriculum in 

partnership with faculty

• Ensure students are equipped with appropriate skillset to 
upskill themselves  in their careers in and beyond 
journalism

• Ensure we top up our skillset to keep up to date with 
current journalistic practice eg. data visualisation

• Future research: interviews/focus groups to tease out 
survey findings

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Determine if you can get access to alumniTry to ensure a balance of recent grads and more established professionalsEg. DCU I was told by faculty that most of the new graduates are put on social media duty - at MRU I hear that too, for corporate/nonprofit roles too



Research Benefits

MRU
• Using data for programme 

review
• Using data to realign ILI with 

professional practice
• Considering data in light of 

ACRL Framework

DCU
• Re-establishing connection with 

alumni community
• Building cross campus 

relationships 
• Feeding into future institutional 

research

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Exercise highlights the value of going out into the field and verifying with graduates..Re: wider DCU survey see Siobhán’s email from Eileen Culloty on 15th March. -The survey, designed by FuJo, ADAPT (centre for digital content) and DCU Library Services, aims to improve DCU’s offering to journalism students and professionals by investigating the practices and perceptions of working journalists. The survey will be used as basis for the development of mid-career training, new tools for the media industry, and for improvements to library services.�Specifically, the survey aims to assess the following perceptions and practices among working journalists:·          personal competency in technical skills;·         importance of different technical skills in terms of training;·         desirability of new tools for specific journalism tasks;·         current use of social media platforms·         current use of sources for information-seeking·         future training needs.Through contacts in the media industry, the survey will be distributed as a Google Form to the major news media outlets in Ireland including RTE, NewsTalk, The Irish Times, and The Irish Independent. 
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Survey for Information-seeking behaviours of journalism graduates study. 

# Question Type 

1 Year of graduation from the MRU 
Journalism program: (e.g. 1982) 

Multiple Choice 
2010; 2011; 2012; 2013; 2014; 2015 

2 I am (Please check all that apply): Multiple Checkbox 
Freelance; I am employed by an organisation (or more than one 
organization) 

3 My current job title is: (e.g. sports 
reporter; communications coordinator, 
etc) 

Long Answer 
 

4 My role is primarily concerned with 
(please check all that apply): 

Multiple Checkbox 
News; Current affairs/Politics; Features; Business; Sports; Foreign ; 
Arts/Entertainment; Opinion/Editorial; Corporate communication; 
Advocacy communication; Nonprofit communication; Political 
communication; Other 

5 If you checked  Other, please explain Long Answer 
 

6 I mainly produce (please check all that 
apply): 

Multiple Checkbox 
Articles; Features; Documentaries; Reports; Press releases; Internal 
communications documents; External communications; Other 

7 If you checked  Other, please explain Long Answer 
 

8 I work in this format (please check all 
that apply): 

Multiple Checkbox 
Print; Online; TV; Radio; Other 

9 If you checked  Other, please explain Long Answer 
 

10 The audience for my work is primarily Multiple Checkbox 
Local; National/International; Other 

11 If you checked  Other, please explain Long Answer 
 

12 From the following list please check 
the top 5 sources you used in the last 
month. 

Multiple Checkbox 
- My organisation's' internal archive,- Other organizations’ sites, 
- Reports from news/media outlets,- Press releases,- Organisational reports 
- Financial/business databases,- Academic literature databases, -News 
databases, - Courts databases,- Statistical sites, - government sites, - 



Google Scholar, - Google   -Twitter, - Facebook, - LinkedIn, - Phone book, 
- Other directories,- Other (please specify) 
 

13 If you checked  Other, or Other article 
databases, please explain 

Long Answer 
 

14 Which of the 5 sources you checked do 
you consider most important and why? 

Long Answer 

15 Thinking of the most recent work 
which took more than one day to work 
on, which resources did you use to help 
with the research? (Check all that 
apply) 

Multiple Checkbox 
- My organisation's' internal archive,- Other organizations’ sites, 
- Reports from news/media outlets,- Press releases,- Organisational reports 
- Financial/business databases,- Academic literature databases, -News 
databases, - Courts databases,- Statistical sites, - government sites, - 
Google Scholar, - Google   -Twitter, - Facebook, - LinkedIn, - Phone book, 
- Other directories,- Other (please specify) 

16 If you checked Other, or Other article 
databases, please explain 

Long Answer 
 

17 How many stories that take more than 
one day to work on would you work on 
in a typical week? 

Long Answer 
 
 

18 How many stories that take more than 
one day to work on would you work on 
in a typical month? 

Long Answer 
 
 

19 Since graduating, have you participated 
in further training in searching for 
information. If so, please provide 
details including title of programme or 
resource, and provider: 

Yes/No and Long Answer 

20 I believe the biggest information-
seeking challenge facing journalists is: 

Long Answer 

 



Information Use in Natural Habitats: A Comparative Study of 
Graduates in the Work Place in Ireland & Canada 

 
Siobhán Dunne | DCU | @dunnesiobhan / siobhan.dunne@dcu.ie 
Margy MacMillan |MRU | @margymaclibrary / mmacmillan@mtroyal.ca 
 
Librarians’ Information Literacy Annual Conference  
UCD, 21-23 March 2016  
 
 
Background: Two librarians, interested in what happened after graduation – what did 
graduates  of our journalism programmes actually use to find the information they need 
for professional purposes. 
 
Survey:  http://bit.ly/jgradsurvey 
Population: 
MRU: 84 responses from 2010-2015 graduates; 16 working in journalism, most in other 
communications roles 
DCU: 32 responses, almost all working in journalism 
 
Finding 1: Verification of information remains a substantial challenge for journalists 
 
 
Finding 2: Journalists are expected to produce several articles a day and this impacts 
finding and verifying sources 
 
 
Finding 3: Spotlight on Sources 
 
How do you think our graduates answered these two questions? 
 From the following list please check the top 5 sources you used in the last month 

 
___ My organisation's' internal archive;  
___ Other organizations’ sites;  
___ Reports from news/media outlets;  
___ Press releases;  
___ Organisational reports;  
___ Financial/business dbases (e.g. Bloomberg);  
___ Academic lit dbases (e.g. Comm. and Mass Media Complete);  
___ News dbases (e.g. UKPressOnline or Canadian Newsstand);  
___ Courts databases; 

  ___Statistical sites;  
  ___Government sites;  
  ___Google; 
  ___Google Scholar; 
  ___ Twitter;  
  ___ Facebook; 
  ___ LinkedIn;  
  ___ Phone book; 
  ___ Other directories; 
  ___Other (please specify) 

 
 Since graduating, have you participated in further training in searching for 

information?  

http://bit.ly/jgradsurvey


Most Important Source  
DCU 
1. Twitter  
2. Press Releases  
3. Phonebook  
4. My Organisation’s Internal Archive  
5. Reports from News Organisations.  

MRU  
1. My Organization’s Internal Archive  
2. Twitter  
3. Facebook  
4. Reports from News Organisations.  
5. Press Releases/Statistics  

 
Finding 4 – reliance on social media as both source & communication tool 
 
 
Finding 5 – none of the respondents had participated in IL training since graduating 
 
 
Recommendations: 
1. Verification: help students to develop habits that get better information in the first 

place, and strategies for verification: triangulation and collecting ‘trusted sources’ 
2. Time: students require efficient strategies in 24/7 world  - harness this to promote 

the role of IL  
3. Sources : engage faculty on the variation in use of sources for standard/frequent  

versus in-depth work  
4. Further training: students need to develop self-teaching strategies. Include learning 

activities where they can harness tools to help them stay current, learn new skills  
5. Social media: identify where in the curriculum students are learning how to deploy 

them – is there a gap? 
6. Mismatch – librarians need to retool and develop familiarity with resources and 

work patterns 
 
Action plan 
• Harness our findings to improve IL curriculum in partnership with faculty 
• Ensure students are equipped with appropriate skillset to upskill themselves  in their 

careers in and beyond journalism 
• Ensure we top up our skillset to keep up to date with current journalistic practice eg. 

data visualisation 
• Future research: interviews/focus groups to tease out survey findings 
 
Discussion/Homework: 
 What 3 questions would YOU ask about sources used in daily professional practice?  
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